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Chapter 2039

Three days later.
When the last drop of potion in the pool was turned into a puff of smoke and was
absorbed into her body, Loraine finally unfurrowed her brows slowly.
The pain gradually alleviated.
She persisted whilst relying on her own willpower.
At this time, Lorraine had completely transformed, and it was not an exaggeration
to say
that she had been reborn.
In a very short time, she had completed a path that others could not complete in a
lifetime.
The speed at which her strength improved was terrifying. It was even pretty
terrifying
compared to David, who owned the system.
However, this was when David did not have lavish points.
Once he had lavish points, the speed of David’s improvement was unparalleled.
He was the only one in the vast universe who could do this.
Of course, Lorraine relying on external forces to improve was still incomparable to
David’s.
David only needed to spend money to get lavish points, and he could improve
without
any side effects.
This was the power of the system.
However, Lorraine could not.
This upgrade cost countless precious treasures of heaven and earth.
Her four teachers also collectively dropped a level.
They had fallen back from True Saint Rank to Pre-Saint Rank.
This level of dedication was rare even in the entire universe, let alone Star
Kingdom.
The four True Saints paid such a high price in exchange for a beginner Saint.
No matter how one looked at this, it was a bad deal.



If it was not for the fact that Lorraine’s alluring body was of great use to Eira and
her
sisters and that she had to be a Saint to be of use, would they have done such a
thing?
A mature alluring body was the last and most important part of the four sisters’
mission.
An alluring body was too rare, and they had only encountered two in millions of
years.
They did not even find the second of the two themselves.
Fortunately, they paid so much and finally cultivated Lorraine to Saint Realm.
Therefore, this was all worth it.
Eira and her sisters opened their eyes at the same time to watch.
Although their faces were terrifyingly pale and their bodies were extremely weak,
there
were surprised smiles on their faces.
‘It worked!’
Lorraine lived up to their expectations and survived with perseverance. After she
absorbed all the energy, she was promoted to Saint Realm.
Her alluring body had finally matured too.
Now, their bodies were very weak, so it would take some time for them to recover.
After their bodies had fully recovered, they could proceed to the final step and
complete
the task that has been placed on the sisters for a million years.
“Lori, are you awake? How are you feeling?” Eira could not help asking.
Her voice was soft, and it seemed that even speaking was a bit laborious for her.
It was clear how much the forbidden technique had taken a toll on them.
“Lady Eira, I’m awake. I feel a huge change in my body, so I am trying to
understand it
carefully. I can’t greet you now, so please forgive me.” Lorraine closed her eyes
and
answered with her charming voice.
If her voice was heard by a man, it would definitely arouse endless desire in his
heart.
This was a mature alluring body.
Every one of her moves and even her voice was full of infinite temptation.



A normal man would not be able to resist her at all.



Chapter 2040

In the past, Selena and Lorraine were called the
peerless duo on Earth.
The two were almost the same no matter how they were compared.
However, now, Lorraine had surpassed Selena by more than one notch.
‘You should change. Now you have cultivated a Saint’s body, stepped into Saint
Realm,
and become one of the few female Saints in Star Kingdom. How gratifying,” Eira
said
with a smile.
Although her physical condition was not very good, she was in a great mood.
There were also smiles on the other pale elders’ faces.
“Lori, you really lived up to our expectations! You survived through your own
willpower.”
“Not only did it live up to it, you turned out even better than we expected.”
“Lori, you’re a woman with the strongest willpower I’ve ever seen, and your
achievements will be limitless in the future. We finally have a successor, and this is
totally worth the price we paid.”
The three of them spoke one after another, and they were all praising Lorraine
without
hesitation.
“I am only the way I am because of you all. Without your efforts, I would just be
an
ordinary woman. I don’t know how much time it would have taken for me to
achieve
what I am now, and it may have even been impossible even after a lifetime of hard
work,” said Lorraine gratefully.
“Don’t humble yourself. The four of us have sacrificed a lot for this forbidden
technique,
but Lori, if you don’t have enough willpower and could not hold on, you wouldn’t
have
been able to achieve what you are now. Therefore, this can be regarded as a mutual
achievement.”



“No matter what, I will always remember your kindness and I will never forget it
in this
lifetime,” Lorraine said solemnly.
“Lori, with your words, it shows our sisters’ hard work was not in vain. You should
get
used to the soaring strength too. We are leaving too to recover.”
“Please, go ahead. After I’ve fully adapted to my new strength, I will pay my
respects to
you all.”
After the conversation ended, the four sisters each took a look at Lorraine and then
left
with satisfied smiles.
Lorraine achieving this in one step was beyond their expectations.
They were surprised, but aside from that, they felt even more ecstatic.
In this way, they had saved a lot of time.
The most important thing now was to recover from weak states before proceeding
to the
next step.
Shortly after the four left, Lorraine, who was completely naked and sitting
cross-legged,
suddenly opened her eyes.
There was a gleam in her eyes.
In fact, she had already adapted to the changes in her body.
She was just lying because she did not want to face her teachers.
On the surface, the four of them did pay a huge price to raise her strength to the
current
level, but was this really selfless dedication? Was there no other conspiracy behind
this?
Lorraine knew that nothing was free in this world.
She entered the Iridescent Sect and became a disciple of the four in just a few
months.
The relationship between them was far from the level where one of them was
willing to
sacrifice themselves to improve the her.
If it was Lorraine, she would certainly not do this.



So why were they willing to do this for Lorraine?
What was the dark secret behind this?
Or was there a conspiracy that Lorraine had no idea about?
What did this have to do with her alluring body?
These were the questions that hung over Lorraine’s mind.
Celeste was raised by the four, but she was abandoned just because she made a
little
mistake and was then imprisoned in the ice cavern to face the wall for a hundred
years.
Their relationship that lasted nearly three thousand years meant nothing.
Not to mention that Lorraine and the four had only been together for a few months.
Based on this, Lorraine was sure that the four did not have pure intentions for
paying
such a high price to improve her strength.
She was a woman who was unwilling to accept the arrangement of fate.
Naturally, she would not just let others manipulate her, not even if this person was
her
master.



Chapter 2041

West End of the Central Sacred Continent.
David returned to a hidden location.
The matter with the Saints Association was over.
Zenon, who had just stepped into peak Sacred Saint Rank, would naturally not be
his opponent.
Since Zenon could not defeat David, he retreated himself.
David did not follow him.
It was impossible for him to take out Zenon without exposing his partial Pre-Deity
Rank strength.
Since then, David became the new head of the Saints Association.
Of course, it was just in name.
He would not care about the Saints Association, and everything would be handed
over to Sid, the deputy head.
In reality, David only existed to prevent Zenon from causing chaos.
In reality, he did not care about this either.
His only duty was to contribute to the peace of Star Kingdom.
In the courtyard, a group of women were practicing hard.
With the support of unlimited resources, coupled with the teachings of Celeste, a
late Sovereign Ranker, everyone's strength was
also advancing steadily.
David was very pleased to see such a happy scene.
After he opened the system panel, his eyes lit up.
He had accumulated ten million lavish points.
Alba and Marlee did such a good job spending money.
The resources they collected should be able to be piled into a mountain by now.
With ten million lavish points, he could update Cloning to the next level.
After upgrading, he could summon another clone.
It was not troublesome to upgrade a skill level.
David clicked directly on the plus sign behind Cloning and a window popped up as
usual.
It asked the host to confirm the upgrade.
After clicking Confirm, David upgraded Cloning to the next level.
This was so easy.



It was not as troublesome as upgrading his strength.
Now, David could nearly summon three clones.
If he included his main form, there would be four partial Pre
Deities.
At the same time, this was his limit.
He could not continue upgrading his strength or Cloning anymore unless he went
to a higher civilization.
For the time being, David did not have any intentions of doing this.
He was still collecting resources.
Now, he was prepared to go to the Iridescent Sect to complete what he promised
Nova and find out the secret of the forbidden
area in the sect.
After this, it would be time to go back to Earth. 1
After saying goodbye to everyone, David stepped into the space crack and headed
to the Iridescent Sect.
With his speed in the eight-dimensional space, he could reach the Iridescent
Continent very soon.
Eira and her sister went to the karst cave under the forbidden area.
This was the most secretive part of the forbidden area.
Except for the four of them, all others who came here before all vanished.
Among them was the grandmaster of Nova, the current head of the Iridescent Sect.
Nobody had any idea how or why those Saints vanished.
Even though the Iridescent Sect only accepted females, it would not stop its
disciples from getting married and having children.



Chapter 2042

Except for well-known figures such as seven high priestesses and the seven fairies,
other female disciples could only marry and
have children after their strength and status reached a certain level.
However, after getting married, they could not bring their family members into the
Iridescent Sect and could only settle outside
the sect.
If they gave birth to a girl, the girl could join the Iridescent Sect while a boy could
only join other sects.
Men were not allowed to live in the Iridescent Sect anyway.
Due to this, the several large cities outside the Iridescent Sect were actually a
compound for the family members of the sect’s
members.
Nova's family, the Dream family, controlled one of these cities.
It was only after she became the head that she gained more resources for the
family, which allowed the Dream family to slowly
develop.
Once Nova lost her position, the status of her family would be drastically
weakened.
Another family could come and steal the benefits allocated to the Dream family at
any time.
This was why Nova had always been cautious, as she was supporting the entire
Dream family alone.
The number of members in the Iridescent Sect's family compound was more than
ten times the number of the Iridescent Sect
disciples.
It was a huge society, i
In the karst cave under the forbidden area, Eira and her sisters came to the edge of
the cold pool with excited expressions.
There was smoke above the cold pool, and one could not see what was inside the
water.
This seemingly simple structure hid a huge secret.



Not even Sid, the previous head of the Saints Association, or Zenon, a powerhouse
whose strength had reached the peak of this
realm, could recognize what was inside the pool.
It was because this array did not belong to Star Kingdom.
Instead, it was from a much higher civilization.
The Nine Heavenly Dragon Array!
The materials required to make this array were terrifyingly precious.
There were nine Five-Clawed Golden Dragons on the nine stone pillars. However,
the dragons were not engraved, instead, the
souls of nine Five-Clawed Golden Dragons were sealed on them.
The Five-Clawed Golden Dragons were one of the top galaxy beasts on the galaxy
beast food chain in the universe.
The Beast Galaxy next to the Milky Way only contained galaxy beasts at the
bottom tier.
Compared to the Five-Clawed Golden Dragons, the difference was similar to that
of civilians and royalty.
The gap between their identities was an unbridgeable chasm.
Galaxy beasts like the Five-Clawed Golden Dragons were born with a natural
suppression when facing ordinary galaxy beasts.
One had to kill nine Five-Clawed Golden Dragons and remove their souls to make
the Nine Heavenly Dragon Array.
One could only imagine how difficult this was.
As for other materials, there was no doubting how precious everything was.
If one wanted to create such a Nine Heavenly Dragon Array, it might not even be
possible if one used everything contained in
Star Kingdom.
This was an array that could seal even the sky, but now, it was used to seal a small
cold pool.
After the four sisters came to the edge of the cold pool, they knelt at the same time
without hesitation.
The eldest sister Marin said excitedly, "Master, the task you gave to us slaves is
about to be completed. You are only one step
away from waking up again and leading us back home. Those who once slandered
you and hurt you will be punished. We have
prepared for too long and waited for too long for this day.”



As she said that, Marin started crying.
The other three were no better.
The only reason they existed was to bring the Master they mentioned back to life
after being sealed under the cold pool.
The Nine Heavenly Dragon Array could seal everything, even the body and soul of
someone who was hurt so badly that they
were on the brink of death.
After they were sealed, their condition would not deteriorate. In the meantime, the
people outside could still think of a way heal
them.
This was the uniqueness of the Nine Heavenly Dragon Array.
Of course, not everyone could create the Nine Heavenly Dragon Array. 1
The nine dragon souls were enough to stop a lot of people, let alone the other
materials.
"Master, I’m so happy. We can finally go back to the life we had," Eira sobbed.
"Master, I am looking forward to the day we meet again."
"Even though a lot of time has passed, you’re still so clear in my mind. Even your
voice rang in my ears countless times."



Chapter 2043

The four sisters knelt by the cold pool.
They kept speaking about how much they missed their master in the past years.
If outsiders heard what they said, they would definitely be shocked and
dumbfounded.
It was because they were calling themselves slaves.
The four True Saint reputable elders of the Iridescent Sect were someone’s slaves? '
If the news spread to the outside world, everyone's jaws would surely drop.
'Who is this guy?
'Who could treat four True Saints as slaves?'
One thing was certain, and that was Star Kingdom had no such characters.
Even if they were Sacred Saints, it was impossible for them to willingly have four
True Saints willingly become their slaves.
The most shocking factor was that they were so loyal.
They had prepared for millions of years for the task assigned to them by their
master.
The establishment of the Iridescent Sect was actually done to assist them in
collecting various physiques needed to complete
the tasks.
Eira and her sisters did not build this Nine Heavenly Dragon Array.
They were not powerful enough to do so.
Their so-called master, Azul Feather, was the one who exhausted all his efforts to
build it.
Back then, when the group of five came to Star Kingdom, Azul was seriously
injured and his days were numbered.
However, he could not return home because he was too far away.
In order to guarantee his survival, he put all his energy into setting up this array.
After completing the Nine Heavenly Dragon Array, Azul gave the task to the four
sisters and sealed himself in the array.
He would only wake again once they completed their task.
The Saints that vanished in the Iridescent Sect were all brought here by Eira and
others to serve as cauldrons and dedicate
everything to Azul's awakening.
In other words, all of these people were actually dead.



However, A Saint’s death inside the Nine Heavenly Dragon Array would not be
sensed by the outside world and it would not
cause a doomsday scene.
The Nine Heavenly Dragon Array was just that powerful.
If it could seal the sky, what else could it not seal?
Azul's task for the sisters was to collect the top ten physiques for the cauldrons,
cultivate them into Saints, and then bring them
to the Nine Heavenly Dragon Array. Then, the sisters would have to throw the
victims into the cold pool and let Azul absorb their
powers while he was still in slumber.
When Azul finished absorbing the top ten physiques for the cauldrons, he would
wake up.
The other nine physiques had already been collected, and they had even collected
two or three of certain physiques, but it was
very challenging to find the rarest alluring body.
Now that the alluring body had been successfully cultivated to Saint Realm, Azul
could finally wake up and make a comeback
after he absorbed it.
The four sisters could not wait.
They could not wait to throw Lorraine into the cold pool and let their master
absorb her.
However, not only had their strength dropped by one level, changing from True
Saint to Pre-Saint, but their bodies were also in
an extremely weak state.
The moment Lorraine stepped into Saint Realm, she was no longer an ant at the
mercy of others.
The sisters had encountered stubborn resistance before.
However, at that time, they were True Saints, so no matter how fiercely their
opponents resisted, they were nothing but ants
trying to shake a tree.
However, this time, things were a little different.
If an accident occurred, the result might fall short.
They had prepared for millions of years, so the sisters were unwilling to take even
the slightest risk.
Therefore, in order to avoid accidents, they could only act after they recovered.



Even if the four True Saints collectively fell back to PreSaint, as long as their
bodies recovered, they would be able to defeat
Lorraine who had just stepped into Saint Realm.
The four sisters were still talking about how much they missed their master like the
person in the cold pool could hearthem.


